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SUMMARY
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A Turair electromagnetic survey was executed in the vicinity of 

Ranger Lake, northern Ontario, on behalf of the Canadian Nickel Company 

Ltd. i

Four hundred and one line miles of survey were flown and many 

conductors were revealed. Unfortunately the majority of these conductors 

probably reflect thick sequences of highly conductive sediments, such as

saline varved clays. However, several conductors of potential economic
 i 

interest were located and recommended as diamond drill targets.



REPORT ON A SEMI-AIRBORNE 
ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY 

RANGER LAKE AREA, NORTHERN ONTARIO
ON BEHALF OF 

CANADIAN NICKEL COMPANY LIMITED

INTRODUCTION

During April 1971, a semi-airborne electromagnetic (Turair) survey
i 

was performed by Seigel Associates Limited, on behalf of the Canadian

Nickel Company Limited, in the Ranger Lake area of Northern Ontario 

(see figure 1). The survey was under the direction of Mr. Klement Danda, 

M. Se. , P. Eng. , and the overall supervision of Mr. Jan Klein, M. Se. , P. Eng. , 

Operations Manager.

The semi-airborne electromagnetic unit used was a Scintrex TAR-1. 

A Scintrex MAP-2 nuclear resonance, total intensity magnetometer was also 

used. This equipment, together with a 16 mm Vintenpositioning camera and 

Moseley graphic recorders, was Installed in a Bell Jet Ranger helicopter on 

lease from Pegasus Airlifts, Oakville, Ontario.

Appendix C attached, gives technical details of the airborne geo 

physical equipment and the ancillary equipment employed in this survey, as 

well as the treatment of data resulting from this survey.

The survey was flown at a nominal 1320 foot separation and mainly in 

a northeast-southwest direction which is normal to the regional strike as 

determined by previously published aeromagnetic data. A small portion of 

the area in the southeast was flown in a north to south direction to accommodate 

an apparent change i rt strike direction.
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Experience in nearby areas has revealed that optimum coverage 

was to be obtained if the survey were to be flown mainly within the loop 

configurations and so this procedure was adopted. The position of the five 

rectangular loops were arranged so that the narrow 'blind-zone' at either 

end could be adequately covered from the adjacent loop. The areas 100 

square miles were covered by approximately 401 line miles of survey.

The average helicopter terrain clearance was 250 feet with the
i

Turair electromagnetic sensor and magnetic sensor towed 100 feet and 50 

feet, respectively below the helicopter. The average ground speed was 

65 mph. Flight navigation and flight' path recovery have been based upon 

lay-down photomosaics on the scale of l" - \ mile.

Aside from the routine survey two additions were made:

1) In an attempt to minimize the masking effect of the conductive 

clays, which both tilted dramatically the polarization ellipse and absorbed 

much of the signal, the northeast edge of loop number 3 was brought closer 

to the proposed clay zone and the current in the loop was increased from 

four to six amps (loop number 3a), As can be seen from plate l this un 

fortunately did not alleviate the problem. *

2) Detail grids with line separation of 660 ft. were flown to locate pre 

cisely the two most promising anomaly groups and to obtain further detailed 

information (System 4 and L). Their exact positions were marked on the 

ground with coloured plastic.

The purpose of the survey was Ho locate zones of conduction, such 

as massive sulphide mineralization (Cu-Ni or Zn-Cu-Au-Ag bearing)



and/or conductive basic rocks with dissiminated sulphides (Cu-Ni, in 

serpentinites , etc. ) within the Precambrian rocks underlying overburden
'' * t

and or Paleozoic rocks. The magnetic information is to be used for possible 

correlation with conductors as well as to delineate geological formations 

and structures. 

GEOLOGY

Despite the fact that initial reconnaissance surveys were made as 

early as the late 19th century the geology of the area is not well known. 

This is probably due to a combination of inaccessibility, low outcrop density 

and lack of major mineral discoveries. The summary that follows is 

therefore based mainly on the well considered theories of many individuals 

and on official publication on the economic potential of the area (Ayres , L. D. , 

Bennett G. and Riley, R. A. , Geology and Mineral Possibilities in Northern 

Patricia District, Ontario. O. D.M. Miscellaneous Paper 28 (1969)).

The Precambrian Shield is exposed in northwest Ontario. Here it 

comprises linear east to southeast trending predominantly mafic metavolcanics, 

metasedimentary and meta-gabbroic belts averaging 5 miles in width. The 

intervening areas, about 85^o, are occupied by granitic batholits that in 

truded the belts. In the region bf interest it is thought that the Precambrian 

presents a rugged topography^ with relief up to 300 feet and possibly irregular
' i* -i -i

pockets with laterite infillings up to 30 feet thick.

The Precambrian is unconformably overlain by Upper Ordovician sedi 

mentary units (shales,limestones, sandstones, etc. ) and these units in turn are



covered by Silurian domites or limestones. These sedimentary rocks 

dip gently to the northeast and are in turn overlain by thicknesses of Pleist 

ocene moraines, clays and other quaternary 'deposits. Thickness estimates 

for these units,based upon aeromagnetic and geological calculations, range 

fromzero to several hundreds of feet. The aeromagnetic maps published by the 

Geological Survey of Canada on a scale of l" = l mile have assumed special 

importance and value in this area owing to the aforementioned lack of direct 

geological evidence. In areas of relatively thin Pleistocene and Paleozoic 

cover, such as this survey area, the aeromagnetic maps reflect variations 

in bedrock geology and are thus a useful tool in geological mapping.

The survey area is seen to be centred on a long linear magnetic feature 

that trends northwesterly. This feature displays a graben profile and 

exhibits a central zone, some 3 miles broad, of low magnetic intensity (4400 

gammas) that is bordered to the northeast and southwest by ridge-like mag 

netic highs (5500 gammas). It is suggested that this feature represents a 

wrench fault in the underlying basement rocks and it has recently been named 

the Winisk River Fault ( R. A. Riley, et.al, Mineral Exploration Targets in
t

Northwestern Ontario, C.M.: J. April 1971). The scale of movement involved 

is controversial. Some authors postulate a dextral wrench fault with a 100 

mile displacement but a more reasonable figure, based upon observed dis 

continuities in the magnetic contour pattern, might be ten miles. If the former 

theory is correct it seems possible that the fault represents a boundary bet 

ween the Churchill and Superior Provinces.

This proposed fault separates two areas displaying dissimilar mag-



netic character. To the southwest we see a pattern of uniform open contours 

showing little preferred trend and maximum intensities up to 5000 gammas. 

To the northeast the intensities range up to 5500 gammas and there are many 

small, oval to linear features which parallel the major trend. This pattern 

is suggestive of granitic rocks to the southwest and meta-belts to the northeast. 

Hopefully certain features in this area that display high intensities (up to 

6000 gammas, e.g. in the southeast) reflect high level ultrabasic intrusions 

in the fault zone and are therefore of special interest.

In summary, it may be stated that the contrasting magnetic character 

seen is thought to be due to a combination of the variety of Precambrian rock 

types (iron formations, ultramafics, meta-belts and granites, etc. ), irregular 

basement topography and structure.

The Bouguer gravity anomaly maps, published by the Dominion 

Observatory and at a scale of 1:500,000 do not reveal anything of special 

interest in the area. Unfortunately there is no clear evidence of an extension 

of the arcuate Nelson River gravity high and associated trough features which 

have proved so economically interesting in Central Manitoba. Both the
t

Patricia and Niskibi River 'lows' are thought to be due to multiple granitic
*

intrusions and/or granitization while the 'highs' represent basic lithologies 

and possibly local crustal upwarping.

The economic prospects in the area appear very bright. A recent 

paper (G. G. Suffel et al. Metallogenic Relationships in the Abitibi Belt, 

Canada: A Model for Archean Metallogeny. CIM Trans. Vol LXXIV, p. 106- 

115, 1971.) has related the commonly occurring important ore deposits of
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Archean rocks in the Abitibi Greenstone Belt both to themselves and to 

their associated country rocks and postulated environment of deposition. It 

is suggested that these relationships are valid in many other areas of Archean 

rocks and as such they are of interest in this report.

Four major families of primary ore deposits and commonly associated 

host rocks are recognized:

1) The Nickel-Copper ores with mafic-ultramafic intrusions;

2) The Copper, Zinc, Gold and Silver ores with mafic to felsic extrusive rocks;

3) Iron and Gold bearing ores with.chemically deposited sedimentary rocks of 

probable exhalative origin;

4) Iron formations with rocks of the immature clastic sedimentary lithofacies.

These four families of mineral deposits can be gradational in time 

and space with one another, as are their associated rocks. All originated
*

within specific stratigraphic and tectonic environments in Archean rocks. 

The Ni-Cu deposits in mafic-ultramafic plutons may occur throughout wide 

spread basal basaltic lava platforms extruded subaqeously in a subsiding basin. 

They may be connected through deposits of intermediate chemical and lithologic
t

character to the pyritic Cu-Zn-Ag-An ores extrusive rocks, occurring in 

domal centres of felsic volcanism which later developed on the basal platforms. 

Similarity, the latter deposits may be related through pyritic iron-formations 

to the Fe-Au deposits in the chemical*sedimentary rocks which were deposited 

in and near the felsic domes. These deposits, in turn, are transitional to 

the iron-formations occurring in argillites and gfeywackes that were deposited 

in mobile troughs flanking the felsic domes.



It is thought that these patterns of ore deposits and associated rock 

types result from the broad processes of supracrustal igneous activity and 

related sedimentation which dominated early Archean time.' The building up 

and degradation of volcanic piles produced the primary, syngenetic types 

and distributions of rocks and mineral deposits outlined above. Later, secondary 

and epigenetic types, notably vein deposits of the precious metals, skarn 

deposits and rare element pegmatites, may have been derived from the earlier 

syngenetic ores by metamorphism due to one or more later metamorphic 

orogenic or intrusive events.

As we have seen, it is quite possible that the magnetic pattern of the 

survey area is related to such volcanic piles and intrusions. The economic 

potential of the area is therefore thought to include base metal deposits of the 

Ni-Cu and Cu-Zn-Ag-Au familes. '

It should also be noted that considerable interest has been stimulated 

recently in the possible nickel potential of low grade serpentinite bodies. 

Several economic deposits have been described (eg. Dumont Nickel Corporation 1 

serpentinite west of Amos, N.W. Quebec; O. R. Eckstrand, The Nickel : ^ 

Potential of serpentinized ultramafic rocks, C.M. J. April 1971) and it is 

suggested that there exists a class of nickel deposits with size and grade 

ranging from several hundrechmllilon tons of 0.3 percent nickel, to four 

million tons of one percent nickel. Tne deposits occur as zones within ser 

pentinite lenses and may tend to be central rather than marginal (as are the 

massive sulphides). Judging by these deposits so far described, undlffcrent- 

iated ultramafic lenses enclosed in Archean volcanics would seem the most

IT



encouraging targets. Serpentinization would be a common, though perhaps

not essential, characteristic.

TOPOGRAPHY

The area is very flat and ill-drained. Lakes and string bogs account 

for about 80^p fo the surface area with the remainder occupied by moraine that 

is sparseley treed. . 

PRESENTATION OF DATA

The flight lines and electromagnetic results are shown on Plate l, 

on the scale of l" = j mile.

The conductor peak locations (and half widths) are shown, in accordanc 

with the coding described in Appendix C. Where conducting indications have 

been encountered on adjacent lines, these have been tentatively linked together 

as one conductor system and are discussed as one system. .
i

The Turair data are presented together with the altimeter trace and 

fiducial marks on a dual trace Moseley 7100B recorder chart. The magneto 

meter data are presented on a separate single channel Moseley 680 chart. 

The former has a speed of 6" per minute and the latter of 4" per minute.
t

The original geophysical traces are on the following scales: 

Turair *

Amplitude ratio -n l" - l^t 
Phase difference *" l" - \o

Ma gne tom e t e r

l" s 2 00 gammas with the automatic steps of 1000 gammas.



DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The Turair data obtained during the survey indicate two main types 

of electromagnetic distortion. '"" c- ;

The most striking features visible on Plate l are the long, broad 

zones of conduction that extend, intermittantly, over much of the survey area. 

Even where these conductors are not shown to be continuous the records 

indicate that they may be so. The records across these zones reveal a general 

'ballooning1 effect indicating general conductivity and conductivity-thickness 

values are estimated at between 30 and 60 mhos. Considerable short-wavelength 

noise is also evident across the zones and in some parts the signal has 

completely deteriorated. It is thought that this effect is due both to signal 

absorption and large-scale tilting of the polarization ellipse by thickness of 

conductive overburden. In areas where the signal has effectively vanished 

the effect of potential underlying conductors is considerable masked of course. 

In other areas it is hoped that especially conductive portions in the general 

zones may represent underlying conductors of possible economic significance.

In general no values of amplitude ratio br phase difference have 

been assigned to these zones for these would be subject to personal biasing 

and as such probably meaningless. Where the anomalies are better resolved, 

however, these values have beien intergrated.

The nature, extent and distribution of these systems, coupled with our 

knowledge in similar areas and the close spatial correlation with known clay 

conductors in this area indicates that, in the main, they are caused by 

thickness of highly conductive and possibly saline glacial clays. The amplitudes
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suggest a considerable thickness of conductive clays (up to 250 feet) but the 

anomalies are further complicatedby the general width of the zones, swamp 

and lake-bottom deposits and zones of higher'cbnductivity within the systems.

It is thought that the origin of the second type of anomalies might 

be in conductors located in Precambrian rocks. These anomalies may indicate 

possible massive metallic conductors and/or mineralized conductive basic 

rocks (Ni bearing serpentinites) and are therefore of interest. However, it is 

often very difficult to make a precise separation of this type of anomaly from 

the clay type described. 

Zone l

The anomalies in this zone are due to the interpreted layer of highly 

conductive clay. The response, from this conductor is so strong, that the 

Turair signal has deteriorated over sections of the conductor (between line 3-13]
i

Zone 2a, 2b and 3

These zones show much the same characteristics as zone l and they 

are likely due to conductive clay. The response however is much weaker
* - '

than that of zone 1. . -

Zone 4 ,

This zone, on the flank of a largo -magnetic high, may be a conductor 

in the deeply buried Precamb^jan^basement. The strike is east-west, with 

a probable dip to the south. This zone1 is recommended for further investigation 

Zone 5

Again, conductive clay is the cause of this zone's high values, and it 

should be noted that the Turair signal has completely deteriorated over much 

of the zone.
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Either Post Cambrian sediments or Precambrian conductors 

could be the cause of the anomalies of this zbne.

The origin of anomalies A,B,D,E,I,J,O,P,R,S, and T may be either 

in Paleozoic or Precambrian rocks. These anomalies bear further investigation

Anomalies H,K,L,M and N, are most probably caused by conductive 

clay. ' ' ' . "' - ----- ----.--~ -- - . ^

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ;

Turair electromagnetic surveys in the vicinity of Ranger Lake, 

northern Ontario, revealed complex electromagnetic results. '

Many conductors were interpreted, some of these may be due to 

conductors of a metallic origin , such as massive sulphides. The most 

important of these conductors is zpne 4.

Each target should firstly be correlated with the detailed geological 

knowledge available to Canadian Nickel Company Limited, to be evaulated on 

its direct economic geological potential.

1 ' * '
Respectfully submitted,

Klement Danda, M. Se. , P. Eng. 
Geophysicist.

m.
Jan/Klein, M. Se. , P. Eng. , 
Geophysicist.

SEIGEL ASSOCIATES LIMITED



APPENDIX C

SURVEY EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

Semi-Airborne Electromagnetic System - Scintrex TAR-1

l

o

In the application of electromagnetic prospecting methods, 
it has long been recognized that, other things being equal, much 
greater exploration depths can be attained with systems employing 
a fixed source than with systems where both source and receiver are 
moved in unison. For example, a large conducting body which would 
already be undetectable at a depth of 60 m by any surface moving source 
(horizontal loop) system, could be detectable by a fixed-source method 
to a depth of as much as 200 m.

Most present-day airborne electromagnetic systems are of 
the moving source type, and although such systems have tangible 
advantages over the ground versions, it appears difficult to increase 
their useful penetration substantially beyond their present range. 
Ihder very favourable conditions the better moving source AEM systems 
may reach exploration depths of as much as 100 m or in exceptional 
cases 125 m below the ground surface. This is sufficient for many 
search problems but in some areas the geologic and topographic 
conditions necessitate a much deeper penetration to conduct meaning 
ful mineral surveys.

The foregoing considerations have led to the development 
of the Turair method for the purpose of deep electromagnetic 
exploration. The system, which can be described as a fixed source, ' 
semi-airborne, gradient measuring device, employs a large 
transmitting loop on the ground as a primary source. The horizontal 
gradients of amplitude and phase of the vertical or horizontal magnetic 
field are measured from the air, along traverse lines across the 
source and perpendicular to the regional geological strike.

The Turair method, because of its semi-airborne character, 
is particularly suitable for 'the detailed, deep investigation of 
structures having geologically favourable characteristics, or a 
magnetic expression suggesting favourable geology. Because of its 
potential depth of exploration, it can be successfully employed in areas 
of deep sedimentary cover, deep weathering, or tall tree cover (tropical 
area), or in areas where shallower exploration has established the 
presence of ore deposits and a deeper search is desired. It is, because 
bf its fixed source configuration, less affected by near-surface conduction

X,



and can be applied with a very low exciting frequency (e. g. 200 Hz or 
less). Finally, as a helicopter-borne system it can operate in 
movntainous topography. Terrain clearance has far less effect on 
the exploration depth of the Turair system than it has in moving source 
methods and it can penetrate deep talus cover and valley fillings.

- * i

Economic ore deposits may have strike lengths less than 
200 m. If we want to search for such targets, particularly at greater 
depths, line spacing should not be much greater and for the average 
survey a line spacing of 200 m (or one-eighth mile) should be considered 
optimum. In fact, larger line spacings do not represent significant 
savings, because of the reduction of measurable profile from one loop 
layout. The largest primary loop that can efficiently be laid out 
(by helicopter) is 3 x 5 km. Under average conditions some 400 - 500 
line km of profile at 200 m intervals can be surveyed from this source, 
the total operation covering approximately one days field work.

EQUIPMENT

The Scintrex Turair is a fixed source, semi-airborne 
electromagnetic system designed for helicopter operation.

The system embodies a fixed transmitter on the ground and 
a receiver carried in the helicopter. The size of the transmitting 
loop is guided by geologic conditions and the character of the survey. 
A typical loop size would be e.g. a square, 2 miles on each side - 
other shapes and sizes can be used. The loop can be laid out from a 
truck or by helicopter. For airborne placement a special dispensing 
device is used which can feed out continuously, several miles of wire. 
The present system utilizes a 400 Hz primary field, excited by means 
of a 15 kW motor driven generator which supplies a current of 4-10 
amperes into the transmitting loop. The system can operate at any other 
desired frequency depending on the geological conditions in the survey 
area.

The receiver system comprises 2 horizontal coplanar or 
2 vertical coaxial air-cored coils, rigidly mounted 15 feet apart in a 
"bird". This bird is towed approximately 100 feet below the helicopter 
by means of a cable which also carries the electrical signals from the 
bird. The horizontal ctSplanar coil system is the one preferably used. 
In areas where conducting overburden, etc. might tilt the primary 
electromagnetic field from a mainly vertical to a more horizontally 
directed one, the vertical coaxial coil system may have to be used. 
The present Turair receiving system is designed to detect signals 
stronger than 1/^V in the coils (phase lock principle). The system 
has a noise level of less than 3/cV. In this way, from a 2 miles x 2 
miles loop, energized by 4 amperes, an area of about 24 square miles 
can be covered in a region underlain by e. g. several hundreds of ,



feet of overburden or deep weathering of moderate conductivity.

The quantities measured with this dual coil (gradient) 
measuring electromagnetic system include the ratio of the field 
strength and the phase differences of the alternating magnetic field 
at the two coils. The changes in amplitude ratio and^phase difference 
are expressed in percent and degrees respectively. The sensitivities 
of the system are 0. l percent and 0. l degrees respectively.

Both parameters are recorded in analogue form on a dual 
channel recorder. Digital output can be employed as well. The 
recorder scale sensitivities can be set to meet all kinds of survey 
conditions, {e.g. Deep-seated targets give generally lower res 
ponses than near surface ones. Therefore, in geological conditions 
where several hundreds of feet of sediments are present, 
higher scale sensitivities are utilized than in areas where strong , 
responses are expected. ) ;

Flying towards or away from the loop the strength of the 
field detected at the coils changes gradually but considerably. For 
this reason, a switch connected to the signal detector amplifier is 
manually activated to keep the amplified output of the preamplifiers 
within the signal strength limitations necessary for the equipment 
operation. These switching markers are shown on the recorder -' 
charts as short duration "spikes" with appropriate notation and are 
easy to interpret as such.

t i

At one or more points during each flight, the scale 
sensitivities and zero levels are checked by means of calibration 
and zeroing signals respectively. The reference or zero level for 
each Turair electromagnetic trace is an arbitrary one, and is obtained 
empirically from the regional level of each section of a trace between 
the switching markers. These levels may drift slowly during a 
flight because of temperature changes. The drifts are very gradual 
and are readily distinguishable from local changes due to conductors 
of a geologic origin.

Since the gradients of the signals recorded close (i. e. 
within about 600 1 ) to the loop sides are too strong, it is not possible 
to distinguish field changes due to conductors of geologic origin lying 
in these "blind zone" regions. From a statistical point of view the 
chances of missing a significant-conductor in these "blind zone" 
regions are very small, since these regions constitute only about 
8^0 of the area surveyed from each loop.

The amplitude ratio and phase difference are recorded in 
such a way that flying "towards^ 1 the loop using the horizontal coplanar 
coil system, a normal anomaly shows a positive sign (i. e. upward



deflection) for the former and a negative sign (i.e. downward deflection) 
for the latter parameter. While flying "away" from a loop these 
signs are reversed. Reversed anomalies can also be the result 
of particular geometric situation, e.g. when the source is located 
on the hanging wall side of a flatly dipping conductor {Bosschart, 
1964, p. 22 and figure 9)* (see anomaly C, figure l and 2). Man- 
made disturbances including power lines, pipe lines, metal fences, 
railways, etc. may cause spurious anomalies. The former are 
recognizable as such when they appear as cyclic noise of irregular 
shape and phase relationship. .Non-energized, grounded power lines 
(e. g. 3 phase systems) sometimes give rise to anomalies that are 
more difficult tp identify. Such indications as well as those from 
pipe lines and metal fences, etc. are however, of short duration 
and can be distinguished from most geologic sources except for 
very narrow, near-surface conductors. In some instances, ground 
investigation may be necessary in order to resolve the ambiguity of ' 
possible sources. Although the airborne geophysical crew attempts 
to note visible man-made conductors of the above type, the ground , 
moves by so rapidly at the low flight elevation employed that lOO^o 
recognition of such sources cannot always be expected from the air,

The normal terrain clearance of the bird is 100-200 ft. 
depending on the surface topography, tree cover, etc. , with the 
helicopter 100 ft. above. The established useful depth of detection 
of the system for moderate-to-large conducting bodies, i.e. 1000 ft. 
or more in plan length, is at least 600 ft. sub-bird under conditions 
of low extraneous geologic noise, i. e. where the general level of 
conductivity of the overburden and rock types of the area is low. 
The useful depth of detection of the system is therefore, at least 
400-500 ft. beneath the ground surface under these conditions.

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

The electromagnetic records are interpreted to determine 
the presence of conducting bodies and to obtain some information 
relating to their character. The intervalometer time marks are 
synchronized with the positioning camera film strip and thereby 
permit the relating of the conductors with appropriate ground 
locations. The terrain clearance is obtained from the altimeter 
data, presented in the.form of sidepen markers whose separation 
is nearly proportional to the helicopter terrain clearance.

A plan is prepared, either using a subdued photo-mosaic 
{"greyflex") or an overlay from a mosaic or topographic plan as 
base. The flight path of each survey line is obtained by means of 
"tie points", which are features on the mosaic or topographic plan , 
identified on the positioning camera film. The flight path is inter- 

1 polated between these tie points.



For each conductor the following quantities are measured 
and recorded.

(a) Peak Location

The peak location of the amplitude ratio (using the 
horizontal coplanar coil system or the cross over in case the 
vertical coaxial coil system is used) is shown on the plan by a 
circle in the appropriate location, In the case of broad conductors 
or closely spaced multiple conductor zones there may be more 
than one peak, in which event all major peaks are shown. A con 
ductor which is likely man-made is indicated by an X rather 
than by a circle. -

(b) Conductor Half Width

The "half width", i, e. the distance between the points of 
half the maximum response amplitude is for simple line current 
sources, using the horizontal coplanar coils, approximately equal 
to the depth of the source under the detector. In case the vertical 
coaxial system is used the peak to peak separation is for dike like 
bodies equal to 1.15 times the depth of the source under the detector. 
Flat-lying conductors (e.g. overburden) characteristically give 
rise to very large half widths , combined with rather irregular 
curve shapes and, often, "dipolar" curve forms on the horizontal 
coplanar coils.

The conductor half width, or peak to peak separation, 
is indicated on the plan by an open bar symbol along the flight line. 
If a conductor is of short half width there may be no room for* a 
half width bar and only the peak circle is shown,

(c) Amplitude Ratio and Phase Difference

Amplitude ratio and phase difference are scaled from the 
electromagnetic traces and noted in percent and degrees respectively, 
On the flight plan, opposite each peak location (circle), the peak 
amplitude ratio and the peak phase difference are indicated.

INTERPRETATION

Where field distortion'occur s the curves indicate the 
location and the depth of the main current flow. The 1'current 
axis" is well defined when the current is concentrated, for instance, 
in thin steeply dipping conductors, In wide, banded conductors, 
or in horizontal conductors such ae overbut-den, the current is 
usually more dispersed and the anomalies yield1 less positive infor 
mation. . . '



As a rule the current axis is located right below the 
maximum field strength ratio deflection or the maximum nega 
tive phase shift, for the horizontal coplanar receiving coil system. 
For the vertical coaxial coil system the current axis is located 
right below the cross over. Its depth under the traverse is indicated 
by the shape of the anomaly. - ;.

The amplitude ratios and phase differences provide a 
measure of the conductivity of the conducting bodies , i. e. good 
conductors are characterized by field strength distortion com 
bined with relatively little phase shifting, whereas poor conductors 
affect the phase rather than the strength of the resultant field.

For an accurate grading the conductivity-thickness factor 
value) in most of the individual conductors can be derived from 

the calculated in-phase and out-of-phase components, taking into 
consideration the exciting frequency and the strike length of the 
conductor.

To obtain the projection of the current pattern, the 
anomalies are connected between lines , using depth O t values 
and other characteristics of the curves as criteria, The strike 
of the formation, if known, is also taken into consideration.

Based upon the (T t values, conductor intersections are 
graded in categories l, 2 and 3 as follows; . - ,

Category l 
Z 
3

10
100 mhos 
100 mhos 
10 mhos

The respective peak circles are shaded as follows: 
Category l fully shaded, Category 2 half shaded and Category 3 
unshaded. Large, highly conducting bodies such as massive 
sulphides or graphite and seawater, etc. , generally have high 
(ft values. Moderate conductors will have t values between 

10 and 100 mhos. Poorly conducting bodies (e.g. most overburden 
and some sulphide and graphitic zones).will have (Tt values of 
less than 10 mhos. In areas where there is a clear differentiation 
in conductivity between the targets of potential economic interest, 
and other possible condiietof.s , the (ft values may form the 
main basis for discrimination. When the conductivity ranges : 
of economic and:non-economic overlap, the O t value cannot, of 
course, be rigidly relied upon.



half width
-f

.8/.Z/-

amplitude 
ratio in 
percent

\magnetic amplitude 
in gammas

phase difference 
in degrees

Category one, no magnetic 
correlation

IBJ
.5/.5/200 Category two, magnetic correlation

TT/, Category three, no magnetic correlation

.l/. 2/200 Category three, reversed current flow, 
magnetic correlation

. ,-,rs . f.-
probably man-made conductor

EXAMPLES OF CONDUCTOR CODING



m
MAGNETIC CORRELATION

Where magnetic data are available, preferably from a 
coincident magnetometer recording, any correlating magnetic 
activity is noted for the pertinent conductor peak. A conductor 
peak with apparently direct magnetic correlation is indicated by 
a double concentric circle. Although a conducting body which is 
appreciably magnetic is, in some geologic environments, more 
likely to be a sulphide body than one which is non-magnetic; many 
important non-magnetic base metal ore bodies are known. Even 
when no direct correlation is evident, the magnetic data may 
yield significant indirect information concerning rock zones, struc 
ture, and the depth of certain rock formations.

* (Bosschart, 1964, p. 22 and figure 9) Analytical Interpretation 
of Fixed Source Electromagnetic Prospecting Data.
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REDUCTION OF DATA

Upon completion of a flight, the film is developed and 
the actual path of the aircraft is plotted on a base map. This is 
accomplished by comparing film points; with the base map planimetry. 
For any given point, the appropriate fiducial number is placed 
on the base map (or photo laydown). The actual flight path is produced 
by joining the fiducial points.

Where field results are desired, anomalies are chosen 
and are assigned appropriate fiducial numbers. The anomalies 
are then transferred to their correct position on the base map.

Flight lines and fiducial numbers are finally presented 
on a greyflex which is made using the photo mosaic as a base.

In the case of EM or radiometric results the anomalies 
are plotted on the greyflex as boxes with symbols representing 
anomaly grade or amplitude (as noted on the legend accompanying 
each map). Anomaly "systems" are then outlined at which stage 
a geophysical interpretation can be made,

SEIGEL ASSOCIATES LIMITED



MAP-2 Proton-Precession Magnetometer

The MAP-2 is a lightweight, one gamma airborne proton-preces 
sion magnetometer with a range of 20,000 to 100,000 gammas and an auto 
matic five digit visual display. This new instrument has several significant 
advantages over other instruments of this type besides its' compact size 
and light weight.

One of its most interesting features is that, unlike other airborne 
magnetometers which have to be switched manually from one narrow (usually 
4000-6000 gammas) range to another, the MAP-2 tracks automatically over 
its full 80,000 gamma range.

This advantage is particularly significant in surveys flown at low 
terrain clearances in areas of high magnetic relief, conditions which are 
common in mineral prospecting.

The instrument is of compact modular design (jr standard rack size) 
and has both digital and analogue outputs. The analogue outputs are either 
100 or 1000 gammas full scale, with automatic stepping. During each step, 
an indication of the new stepping level is recorded, providing a permanent 
reference identifying each step.

The measuring sequence can either be sequentially triggered inter 
nally through its own programmer or initiated by a suitable command pulse.

In addition while on internal triggering the instrument provides an 
external output command pulse enabling other instrumentation to be synch 
ronized with the magnetometer.

The MAP-2 has an unusually wide temperature range, *50OC to 
-300C, to permit operation in conditions varying from tropical to arctic with 
out any loss of accuracy.

Specifications: 

Range:

Sensitivity: 

Accuracy: 

Sampling Rate:

20 - 100,000 gammas (world-wide) continuous range 
(automatic tracking).

i l gamma (fully automatic) 

j^ l gamma

Automatic standard l second, with provision for external 
triggering from other equipment with minimum l second 
intervals.



Readout-Visual: Digital Display by 5 incandescent, 7 bar display lights,

Digital Data
Output:

Analog Data
Output:

BDC 1-2-4-8 DTL, TTL Compatible
-' i

5 V full scale for 1000 gammas, 100 gammas, l gamma 
resolution

External Trigger: Requirement: +4V to O transition (as slave) 

Trigger Output: +4V to O transition at start of cycle (as master) 

Power Require 
ments:

Temperature 
Range:

24-30V DC, 3.2Amax.

-30 to +50 degrees C

Dimensions and Weights:
Console:
8|" x 5^" x 13" (half rack) 
2ljr cm x 13| cm x 33 cm 
12 Ibs. (5,4 kg)

Tow Bird:
7" x 23" (18 cm x 58 cm)
20 Ibs, (9 kg)'
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CANADIAN NICKEL COMPANY LIMITED 
GEOPHYS1CAL - GEOLOGICAL REPORT

For

EXPLORATION LICENCE 14845 
WINISK RIVER AREA, NORTHERN ONTARIO

An exploration licence number 14845 was granted to the 
Canadian Nickel Company Limited on December l, 1970 to 
prospect and explore for base metals and minerals other than 
petroleum oil and natural gas. The licence covers 53,760 
acres and is located 234 miles north of Pickle Lake centered 
at 54 0 32' latitude and 87 032' longitude.

The licence area is in very flat terrain consisting of 
9504 muskeg, swamp and lakes. Except along the Winisk River, 
the timber is scrub type and there are large swamp areas with 
no timber. Many of the lakes are shallow and freeze to the 
bottom during the winter. Exploration work can only be 
carried out when the terrain is frozen.

Field operations commenced on the licence area in early 
January operating from a temporary base at Bearshead Lake. 
A base camp was established on Ranger Lake (in licence area 
14843) during early January and consisted of four prefab 
ricated bunk houses, one office, one cookery and a core shack. 
The operation was closed down on April 22 for breakup and 
continued from May 26 to June 6, after breakup.

Geophysics

An electromagnetic survey was flown during March-April, 
1970 and ground work involved follow-up to both our A.E.M. 
results and the government air mag. An average of three, 
three man parties were maintained for the period January 5 to 
April 15, Two types of instruments were used; the vertical 
loop electromagnetic unit and magnetometer. The electromagnetic 
units were manufactured by the International Nickel Company of 
Canada, Limited for its own use. MF-1 fluxgate type magnetometers 
were used for the magnetic surveys.
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The method of locating the airborne response on the ground 
was by reading search squares on a predetermined pattern using 
a transmitter-receiver separation of 800 feet, control for the 
preliminary search pattern was by pace and compass and by 
picketed and blazed lines in tracing out a conductor or mag 
netic anomaly.

During early April a Turair system airborne geophysical 
survey was flown over the licence area by Seigel Associates 
Limited. Depending on the type of overburden, the system is 
reported to detect anomalies to a depth of up to 700 feet. 
A copy of the report by Seigel Associates Limited is attached.

Geophysical Results

Described below are the results of geophysical work carried 
out on 21 anomalies within the licence area. The grid and 
conductor locations have been plotted on the map (half mile 
scale) in the pocket at the end of this report.

Anomaly l - Five 1,600 foot search squares were read and
although several weak cross-overs were recorded 
no actual conductor was traced.

One and one quarter line miles of magnetometer 
survey work was done and the area covered is 
magnetically flat.

Anomaly 2 ~ Five 1,600 foot search squares were read and two 
more EM setups were made on, or near, a weak 
cross-over point. No actual conductor was traced.

One and one quarter miles of magnetometer survey 
work was done and the magnetic variation was less 
than 200 gammas.

Anomaly 3 - Five 1,600 foot search squares were read and
several weak cross-overs were recorded. No actual 
conductor was traced.

One and one quarter miles of magnetometer survey work 
was done and the area covered is magnetically flat.

Anomaly 4 - Five 1,600 foot search squares were read and two 
additional EM setups were made at, or near, weak 
cross-over points. No conductor was located.
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One and one quarter miles of magnetometer survey 
work was done and the surveyed area proved to be 
almost magnetically flat.

Anomaly 5 - A weak conductor was located and traced a strike 
distance of 3,200 feet, in general, there is an 
association of conductor with the broad anomalous 
magnetic zones outlined.

One mile of magnetometer surveying was done and 
five EM setups were made*

Anomaly 6 - Five 1,600 foot search squares were read and two 
more EM setups were made on, or near, weak cross 
over points. No conductor was traced and no mag 
netometer survey work was done.

Anomaly 7 - A weak non-magnetic conductor was traced 4,000 feet.

Five EM setups were made and one and one third miles 
of magnetometer survey work was done.

Anomaly 8 - A weak conductor was traced 3,200 feet through a
small lake. This conductor is possibly very weakly 
magnetic +20 to +60 gammas.

Seven EM setups were made and one and three quarter 
miles of line was surveyed magnetically.

Anomaly 9 - Five search squares were read and two EM setups 
made over, or near, weak cross-overs.

One and one quarter miles of magnetometer survey 
work was done and a broad 4-500 gamma magnetic 
anomaly was partially cross-sectioned in the south- 
west corner of the search area.

Anomaly 10 - Four and one half search squares were read and three 
other EM setups were made near the northeast corner 
of the search area. A very weak conductor was traced 
2,400 feet.

No magnetometer survey work was done.
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Anomaly 11 - A weak conductor was traced 4,000 feet through a 
small lake. There is a very pronounced build up 
in the magnetics from a background of +550 gammas 
at 16W to +1550 gammas on line 24E.

More than one mile of line was surveyed magnetically. 
Two search squares were read and five EM setups were 
made on, or near, the conductor traced.

Anomaly 12 - A weak conductor with partial magnetic association 
was traced 3,200 feet. Half of this conductive 
zone occurs within a lake. BH 49212 was drilled 
to test the conductor and the results are outlined 
under drilling.

Anomaly 13 - Five 1,600 foot search squares were read and a 
conductor located. An additional six EM setups 
were carried out in order to trace a weak non 
magnetic conductor a distance of 3,200 feet.

One and three quarter miles of magnetometer survey 
work was done.

Anomaly 14 - Five 1,600 foot search squares were read and two
additional EM setups were made at, or near, cross 
over points. No actual conductor was traced.

One and one quarter miles of magnetometer survey 
work was done but no magnetic anomaly of importance 
was indicated.

Anomaly 15 - Five and one half 1,600 foot search squares were
read and several weak cross-overs were recorded. No 
actual conductor was traced.

One and one third line miles of magnetometer survey 
work was done and the area proved to be almost mag 
netically flat.

Anomaly 16 - Five and one half 1,600 foot search squares were 
read and two very weak cross-overs were recorded.

One and one quarter miles of magnetometer surveying 
was done.

No conductor, and no magnetic anomaly of interest 
was indicated.



Anomaly 17 - Five 1,600 foot search squares were read but no 
conductor was located.

One and one quarter miles of magnetometer survey 
work was done and a broad -1-300 to -1-600 gamma mag 
netic anomaly was detected in the southwest corner 
of the searched area.

Anomaly 18 - Three 1,600 foot search squares were read and a
weak non-magnetic conductor was located and traced 
1,600 feet.

Magnetometer survey work was done over 1,500 feet 
of line but nothing of interest was disclosed.

Anomaly 19 -A weak to medium strength conductor is associated 
with a weak anomalous magnetic zone throughout 
4,000 feet of proved strike length. The anomaly 
was tested by BH 49209 and BH 49211 described 
later in this report.

Anomaly 20 - A semi-detailed magnetometer survey was done over 
11^ miles of grid lines covering a broad +200 to 
+300 gamma anomaly indicated on the Government 
aeromagnetic survey map. The results of the survey 
showed broad magnetic anomalies of +700 gammas to 
extend in a NW direction.

Anomaly 21 - Turair responses were picked up on three adjacent 
lines and these were spotted in the field by 
reflying the lines and marking the cross-over 
location on the ground. Two boreholes were drilled 
to test the anomaly.

Diamond JDrillinc[

Two of the ground conductors and one Turair anomaly were 
selected for testing by diamond drilling. Bradley Brothers Ltd. 
of Noranda carried out the drilling completing 5 holes for a 
total footage of 3,734. Results of the drilling are described 
below and copies of the logs and sections including assays are 
attached to this report.
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Anomaly 12 - Borehole 49212 drilled west at -60 0 on line 
800N at 400 E to intersect a +700 gamma magnetic anomaly that 
coincided with a conductor. The hole reached a depth of 800 
feet. Overburden was encountered to a depth of 201 feet, 
Paleozoic rocks to 476.5 feet and Precambrian rocks to the 
foot of the hole. The Paleozoic rocks consisted of limestone 
with narrow interbeds of siltstone and sandstone at the base. 
In the Precambrian granodiorite was encountered to 780.5 feet 
and greywacke to the foot of the hole. No explanation of the 
conductor could be found in the core, but the magnetic anomaly 
is caused by disseminated magnetite in the granodiorite.

Anomaly, 19 - BH 49209 was drilled to intersect a conductor 
and +600 gamma magnetic anomaly. This hole drilled west at 
-60 0 on line 00 at 400E. Overburden was encountered to 250 
feet, Paleozoic limestone to 456 feet and Precambrian sediments 
to 584 feet. The foliation in the sediments indicated the 
hole was down dip so the hole was stopped and the second hole 
49211 was drilled to intersect the same anomalous 
situation from the opposite side. The drill setup was at 
400W on line 00 drilling -60 0 east. Overburden was intersected 
to 265 feet, Paleozoic limestone and mudstone to 446.5 feet 
and Precambrian sediments and granitic gneiss to the foot of 
the hole at 800 feet. No explanation for the conductor could 
be found in the Precambrian rocks, however the magnetic anomaly 
was caused by disseminated magnetite in the greywacke and 
granitic gneiss.

Anomaly ̂21 - The Turair response was tested by two borehole 
numbers 49214 and 49215. BH 49214 collared 425 feet southeast 
of the response location drilling -60 0 on an azimuth of -35 000'. 
Paleozoic mudstone and limestone was encountered from 300 to 
546.3 feet and Precambrian granodiorite to 650. The foliation 
in the granodiorite was parallel to the core axis indicating 
the hole was down dip so the hole was stopped. BH 49215 
collared 425 feet on the opposite side of the Turair response, 
drilling -60 0 on an azimuth of 215 000'. Paleozoic limestone 
and sandstone was encountered from 150 to 523 feet and Precambrian 
granodiorite to the foot of the hole at 900 feet. No explanation 
for the Turair response could be found in the Precambrian core. 
The first hole encountered 335 feet of mudstone and overburden 
while the second hole encountered only 150 feet of overburden. 
This suggests the Turair response either reflects the edge of a valley 
185 feet deep on the upper Paleozoic surface or the edge of con 
ductive mud beds.
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Conclusions

The electromagnetic geophysical method located weak 
conductive zones and the results of diamond drilling suggest 
the conductor is caused by conductive overburden rather than 
sulphides in the Precambrian.

Results of the drilling to intersect the Turair anomaly 
suggests the Turair responses are caused by highly conductive 
overburden or mud beds.

Five boreholes penetrated the unconformity between the 
Paleozoic and Precambrian and suggest the unconformity to 
have little topographic relief At the southeast end of the 
licence area the unconformity is 390 feet below surface and 
the centre is 470 feet below surface, a gradual thickening 
of the Paleozoic - overburden to the northwest This depth 
of cover is below the effective depth of 
equipment currently being used.

September 22, 1971
"j. E.'Mullock



SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES 

Exploration Licence 14845 (12) 

Period December 1. 1970 to November 30. 1971

Land Acquisition
Fee for licence

geophysics   Ground 
Salaries 
Camp materials 
Groceries
Petroleum products 
Transportation - fixed wing

- helicopter
Travel expenses - personnel 
Pickle Lake base

Geophysics - Airborne 
Turair survey

Diamond Drilling
Bradley Bros. Limited 
Transportation - fixed wing

- helicopter

Total

Required Expenditure 

Excess Expenditure

Canadian Nickel Company Limited

$ 1,000.00

10,235.62 ^ 
3,196.06 S
2,013.99 *" 
1,078.87 S 
6,477.85 * 
8,758.75 * 

315.10 * 
1,890.00 *

31,521*98

51,025.25 S
18,703.22 S
13,586.71 S

3149.803.40 

$ 53,760.00 

S 96,043.40

ASSISTANT TREASURER
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.LICENSE 14845 {1.2-1

1 BOREHOLE* PROPERTY
^ 49212-0 WINISK

— T5E^TH""aZTWUTH'""inrP — DTPTHTA" 

500 -56 45 600
****44*********4***********

TOPS OF WEDGES
4*** 44*** 44************ 4***

ANOJ5ALX. 12. BOREHOLE RECORD DATE PROCESSED SEPT 2itl97l
444************

CHK'D............
NTS* SHff ANOM* DEPTH AZIMUTH DIP LATITUDE DEPARTURE ELEVATION LEVEL

43L 12E 23 800 270 00 -60 00 N 800 E 400 DATE............
*4*****************4******************************************************************4**4*****4****4

INCLINATION AND TROPARI TESTSZIWOTH DTP" T5EPTH~~SXTMWFr ~BIF~"0E^TH~ A ZTM I/TIT" "D I F "DEPTfl AZIMUTH — DTP ~~ - - - — - ~ — —-——.——--™™..-.™..-..: 

-54 15 700- -53 00 800 -51 30
4******************************************4*******************************************4***4**44*****

COMMENTS
LOGGED BY.. J E WCFLLCCK STARTED. .APR 0^7*1971 COWPLETECT. .4TPH 14"tl9'7T USTLCED" AQ 8Y BRADLEY BR'OS ON PERMIT 12 

SAMPLE ENTRIES
DEPTH LENGTH SAMPLt* MNiN 

0.0 0.0 
201.0 201.0

206.0 4.2 
225.0 19.0

250.0 25.0 
276.0 26.0

300.5 24.5

k 315.0 14.5 

322.5 7.5
353.0 TO .~5 

368.0 15.0
376. O 8*O 
380.0 4.0 
405.0 25.0
433.0 28.0 
448.0 15.0 
472.3 24.3
476.5 4.2 

476.6 0.1
483. C 6.4 
532.5 49.5

534. t Z. z 
610.0 75.3 
747.5 137.5

780.5 33.0
/9U.O 9.5 

1 800.0 1C.O

ROCK DESCRIPTION ANG 
COLLAR 

08 CLAY BOULDERS
~T5 " BUFF" FG" nT,e5TO|^--S;HKr-Fj(KCWES^ ~ ——— ——— ————— ——— - -- — - - 

LC LOST CORE 
L S LIGHT BUFF FG SHELL FRAGMENTS 20?

LOST CORE MUD SEAMS 
LS AS ABOVE 75? LOST CORE 
LS AS ABOVE WITH 20? SILTSTONE BEDS 2 62

TO 6 INCH 
SLTN VFG DARK GREY TO GREEN SILTSTONE 1 

INCH BEDS AND FRAGMENTS OF LIMESTONE
LS FG LIGHT CREAM WEAK BEDDING OCC 

SHELL 
LS AS ABOVE WELL BEDDED 60 TO 65
LS FG MASSIVE LIGHT 8UFF WITH PATCHES 

WHITE SOFT CARBONATE 
LS VFG WITH THIN BEDS 00 SILTSTONE 65
LS MASSIVE 
L S VUGGY 
LS WITH THIN BEDS OF SLTM

LS LIGHT CREAM WITH SILTY BEDS 
LS LIGHT CREAM MASSIVE VUGGY PATCHES
Sb MG SANDSTONE OCC SMALL PEBBLE CROSS 

BEDDING 
UNCF DISCORDANCE PALEOZOIC-PRECAM8RI AN
GROR WEATHERED GRANODIORITE 
GRDR PINK S GREEN CG 35? AMPHIBOLE BIOT 

TS C711468 CRUSHED GRDR TRACE PY
AMPH FG DARK GREEN AMPHIBOLITE 
GROR AS 532.5 SLIGHTLY FOLIATED MAGNETIC 35 
GROR AS ABOVE BUT MAFFICS BECOME FINER 35

GRAINED WITH TCPTH OCC SILICEOUS 
STRINGER SERP SHEAR AT 742 

GRDR FG TO MG BANDS OF AMPHIBOLITE
GWKE Vf-G GR b Y BfcDDtD NARROW SILLS GROR 30 
GWKE VFG BEDDED 2 TO 3? PY TS C711469 

FOOT OF HOLE

Ml

Ml

1 II

f
i 'l

111

'4
BOREHOLE* 49212-0 WINISK PAGE* l
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ASSAYS 9F THE FOLLOWING

^

FOR THIS HOLE* ASSAYS 0

BOREHOLE SUMMARY

FOOTAGE MN2N

0.0" 

2C1.0 
201.8
206.0 
276. C
300.54W.G™ " 

433.0 
472.3
476.5 
476.6 
532.5

780.5 
800.0

-

V

-

ELEMENTS WERE REQUESTED FOR THIS HOLE.. .....THERE ARE NO ENTRIES IN THIS CATEGORY
J

F THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS HAVE BEEN RECEIVED—THERE ARE NO ENTRIES IN THIS CATEGORY

ROCK

06 
LS
LC 
LS
SLTN
LS 
SLTN 
LS
SS 
UNCF 
GRDR

GRDR 
GWKE

BOREHOLE* 49212-0 WINISK PAGE* 2

H

ir



DAT E OCES SEO

BOREHOLE* PROPERTY NTS* SH# ANOM# DEPTH AZIMUTH DIP LATITUDE DEPARTURE ELEVATION LEVEL
CHK'O

49211-0——WINISK TOJ——90 00—-60 00—N~
t******************)

INCLINATION AND TROPARI TESTS
1(5EFnnfin[wn^

600 -56 30 700 -57 00

MI

400 -58 00 500 -58 00 t II

tt
TOPS OF WEDGES
#4*********' i4********************4*****

COMMENTS

SAMPLE ENTRIES
DhPIH——LENGTH

0.0 0.0
265.0 265.0

SAMPLE* MNZN ROCK

OB

DESCRIPTION
COLLAR 
OVERBURDEN

60
POROUS OCC VUGY OCC SILICEOUS 
CONCENTRATIONS OF CALCITE CRYSTALS

ST
365.0 18.2

401.5 36.5

LS

OCC BROKEN SHELLS MUCH LOST CORE 
FROM 300 TO 330 FT
FG GREY TO LIGHT 8ROMM HIGHLY —————RJS5TC1F1Bp[(^^

MUDDY SEAMS POROUS VVGS 
MOST VFG DARK BROWN CALCAREOUS MUDSTONE 65

OCC LIMESTONE ZONES AND HIGHLY 
FOSSILIFEROUS ZONES GRADES INTO 
MUDDY LIMESTONE 

TS5~T{^-3^re;^ 1̂Kr 0.^"FT CRT? 
AT 55 DEGREES 

UNCF DISCORDANCE PALEOZOIC-PRECAMBRIAN439.5 0.1
l M

TTIT

527V3

III

MT5D HIGHLY WEATHERED METASEDIMENT
SILICEOUS FRAGMENTS GRIT IN CLAY 
MATRIX BLOCKY

"M r SD ALTER E0~SHE*RED~i;REYEA"CKE SI1TCEDU5 
FRAGMENTS IN FG DARK GNEISS MATRIX 
OCC CREAM COLOURED ZONES OCC CHERITY

624.0——82.2

ZONES GRADES TO AN ALTERED ARKOSE 
LOCALLY BRECCIATED VERY BLOCKY MINOR 
PY

HIGH 25
ORTHOCLASE CONTENT SHEARED GRADES 
INTO MTSD AS TO 522.3

l FI

MTSD AS TO 522.3 ARGILLITE S QUARTZITE
ZONES GNEISSIC ZONES AS TO 541.8 OCC 
PT CRYSTALS IN GNEISS NOT SO SHEARED

660.0 36.0
GRANITE GNEISS

GRGN CG FOLDED SEGS INST BIOTITE CHLORITE —————MINOR PY LUCALLY MAGNETIC—————————— 

MTSD AS TO 624.0 POSSIBLY A INTERMEDIATE
VOLCANIC 

GKGir~A"S ~TU ~6~60~.~?TTJCC "SEDIMENT ARY~~

673.5 13.5 

"T26V5
l II

BOREHOLE* 49211-0 WINISK PAGE* I
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DEPTH LENGTH SAMPLE* MNZN ROCK DESCRIPTION 
^^^

ANG

SHEARED PORPHYRITIC ZONES 
FOOT OF HOLE

ASSAYS OF THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS WERE REQUESTED FOR THIS HOLE.......THERE ARE NO ENTRIES IN THIS CATEGORY

FOR THIS HOLE, ASSAYS OF THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS HAVE SEEN RECEIVED..THERE ARE NO ENTRIES IN THIS CATEGORY

BOREHOLE SUMMARY

FOOTAGE MNZN ROCK
HI

0.0
265.0

401. S 
439.4

J? 8——

MOST 
LS

439.5
522.3
541.8

UNCF 
MTSD 
GRGN

660.0
673.5

MTSD 
GRGN 
MTSD

800.0 GRGN

BOREHOLE* 49211-0 WINISK PAGE* 2
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J- tt

CHK'D,
SOREHCLEj? PROPERTY NTSJf

49209-0 WINISK 43L 5E
-SHJL-A NOMf__Q.5 PTH AZIMUTH DIP 

24
JJ^JJJSiBS^J^^M^^^^L^^r^DJ^JL^y^L 

584 270 00 -60 00 N 00 E 400 SURF DATE,

INCLINATION AND TROPARI TESTS
DEPTH AZIMUTH CI P DEPTH AZIMUTH DIP DEPTH AZIMUTH DIP DEPTH AZIMUTH 

500 -52 00 584 -51 00
DIP DEPTH AZIMUTH DIP

TOPS OF WEDGES

LOGGED BY..J E POWER STARTED..MAR 20,1971 COMPLETED. .MAR 25*1*371
COMMENTS 

DRILLED AQ WIRELINE 8Y BRADLEY BROS 110 NW 24 HW

l l 1

**#**#*****

DEPTH LENG 
0.0 0

250. C 250 
370.0 120

404.0 34

. 445.1 41 
445.2 0

******#####*#
CASING LOST IN HOLE

:Mt****************#*******^***:Mc****^*******^

SAMPLE ENTRIES 
TH SAPPLEf KNZN ROCK DESCRIPTION ANG
.0 COLLAR ........ ............. . ......................................... ^ ......................................................... .. . . .....
.C 
.0

•c

.1
* i

457.0 11.8 

584.0 127.0

ASSAYS OF THE FOLLOWING

FOR THIS HOLE, ASSAYS OF

OB MUSKEG SAND GRAVEL BOULDERS 
LS VFG CREAM COLOURED LIMESTONE BLOCKY 65 

BROKEN OCC FOSS ILIFEROUS ZONES OF
SHELL FRAGMENTS OCC VVGS VERY POROUS 
OCC SILITY ZONES 50? LOST CORE BETWN

MOST VFG DARK BROWN CALCAREOUS MUDSTONE 65 
OCC LIMESTONE BANDS OCC 
FOSSILIFEROUS ZONES BLOCKY SOME LOST

LS AS TO 370.0

MTSD GREY HIGHLY WEATHERED TO CLAY 
MINERALS 

MTSD DARK GREY HIGHLY ALTERED
METASEDIMENT HIGH QUARTZ CONTENT 
BLOCKY OCC MINOR SULFIDES SHEARED 
LAST 7 FT NOT SHEARED OCC SILTY OCC
MAGNETIC ZONES FOOT OF HOLE

ELEMENTS WERE REQUESTED FOR THIS HOLE. ... . ..THERE ARE NO ENTRIES IN THIS CATEGORY

t

* 
1 II
t

*

l ri

4*

Q

THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS HAVE BEEN RECEIVED. .THERE ARE NO ENTRIES IN THIS CATEGORY j. r |

BOREHOLE SUMMARY

t
FOOT

250 
370 

F 404

AGE MNZN

.0

.0 

.0

ROCK

OB 
LS 
MOST

*

I'l

W 
^'J^

• l 1

BOREHOLES 49209-0 WINISK PAGEf l J *
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/a .-••,,,:,

^12-X-AN.QMAI^ BOREHOLE RECORD DATE PROCESSED SEPT 21,19tl

BOREHOLE* 
—49215-0

PROPERTY WINISK———— NTS* ~^5T~ SH#
nr

ANOMf —34~- DEPTH ——900~ AZIMUTH DIP LATITUDE DEPARTURE ELEVATION 
215 00—-60 00

~N——4~2~5—F LEVEL 
SURF DATE,III

f.
00

INCLINATION AND TROPARI TESTS -DETnTrBZTWJTH^^ —p^—DffflJ.riKi:î ^ —p^p-

400 -61 30 500 -58 00 600 -56 30 700 -55 30 800 -52 00 
90C -51 00

f 11

TOPS OF WEDGES

LOGGED BY.. POWER J E STARTED.. MAY 30tl971 COMPLETED. .JUNE 05tl971 DRILLED AQ WlRELlNE BY BRADLEY BROS LOST IN HOLE 210 
FEET AW 169 FEET BW 137 FEET NW CASING PLUS SHOE BITS

DEPTH LENGTH
.-- ————————————— g..^ ———————————————————— -^-Q-

150.0 1 50.0 
425.C 275.0

^^Ibl.'L^^'lJ^^
OB 
LS

SAMPLE ENTRIES 
DESCRIPTION ANG "TTJLTSR———————————--—---~—-————-————

OVERBURDEN
BROKEN LIMESTONE LIGHT GREY TO CREAM

f II
e

FOS5ILIFEROU5 POROUS IN A MATRIX OF 
VFG GREY TO DARK BROWN MUD VERY 
BLOCKY MUCH LOST CORE

rS——CTG~l;r01?OTJSn^RE^ffl~TO"TT^HT^nB^OWN^CC"^~0~ 
BANDED WITH DARK BROWN CALCAREOUS 
SILTSTONE OCC HIGHLY FOSSILIFEROUS

511.0 22.0
"52ttr^~Tttr

523.1 0.1

iuntS FROM ^52 FT 20 FT OF SILTSTONE 
LS VFG CREAM POROUS MASSIVE OCC CALCITE

^VUGS OCC SHELL FRAGMENTS 
"55 TG~TO~~WT C7SCCSREOUS "5SNDSTONT OCC

MINOR PY OCC QUARTZ FRAGMENTS 
UNCF DISCORDANCE PALEOZOIC-PRECAM8RIAN

531.4
620.0

8.3 
88.6

GRGN WEATHERED GRANITE ROCK————————————35" 

GRGN FG TO MG GREY GRANITE GNEISS OCC 40
PORPHYRITIC OCC LARGE FELDSPAR AUGEN 
10ccrioirp^^
UP TO 10 FT WIDE 

GRGN PORPHYRITIC MG TO CG BANDED WITH 70900.0 280.0
GRANITIZED BASIC VOLC AND TUFF (Q)—— 
DARK GREY OCC VFG FELDSPAR AUGENS 
OCC DISS PO IN ALTERED VOLC OCC SMAL 
"aUTO-^RECCTATEir"ZaNE^"BETWEEN TOO""S" 
725FT UP TO 0.5 FT WIDE 
FOOT OF HOLE

I'l

l II

ASSAYS OF THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS WERE REQUESTED FOR THIS HOLE.......THERE ARE NO ENTRIES IN THIS CATEGORY

FOR THIS HOLE, ASSAYS OF THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS HAVE BEEN RECEIVED..THERE ARE NO ENTRIES IN THIS CATEGORY

l II
BOREHOLE* 49215-0 WINISK PAGE* 1



BOREHOLE SUMMARY

FOOTAGE MNZN ROCK

150.0
511.0
523.0
523.1 
90C.O

08 
LS

UNCF 
GRGN

IM

BOREHOLE* 49215-0 WINISK PAGE* 2



CHK'O, 
BOREHOLE* PROPERTY NTS* SH# ANOM* DEPTH AZIMUTH DIP LATITUDE DEPARTURE ELEVATION LEVEL

• M 49214-0 WINISK 43L HW 34 650 035 00 -60 00 S 425 E 00 SURF DATE,

^ INCLINATION AND TROPARI TESTS
SZl^OTH""^DTP"" DrpTH~AimOTH—DTP"

40C -61 00 500 -58 00 600 -56 30
k*** 4********:

TOPS OF WEDGES

f il

COMMENTS 
^pw ^22,9lgjr^m^

SAMPLE ENTRIES DtPTH—L5NGIH——SAMPLfcS MNZN RUCK———————————DESCRIPTION—————————

0.0 0.0 COLLAR 
300.0 300.0 OB OVERBURDEN

FRAGMENTS 
357.5 22.5 MOST CONTAC T BETWEEN OB MUD AND L I MESTONE

i r
VFG DARK GREY MUU AS MATRIX FOR BRKfY 
LS MANY SHELL FRAGMENTS 

437.0 79.5 LS VFG CREAM TO LIGHT BROWN LIMESTONE 5C
— -^., gcc~"5nrrT ZOWES ucc SWELI. ~FR~AGM"EWTS~

MODERATELY BEDDED CONSIDERABLE LOST
CORE OCC BRECCIATED ZONES OCC——————————————————————————CALCITE VUGS——————————————————————— 

456.7 19.7 LS GREY HIGHLY FOSSlLlFEROUS BRECCIATED
ROUNDEC LS FRAGMENTS SILTY MATRIX "3OT70~~~Z3T3————————————CS——GREY~TU"T5ftTOC~BRtlWN"VERY ^SIUTT 8EDDECT~65"

OCC HIGHLY FOSSILIFEROUS ZONES OCC
SILTSTONE BEDS 

505.0——Z5T*J————————————MOST OR SILTSTONE DARK BROWN CALCAREOUS——50~
OCC LIMESTONE BANDS AS TO 480.0 OCC
FOSSILIFEROUS ZONES

LAMINAE OCC FOSSILIFEROUS ZONES S 
CALCITE VUGS 546.3 ——— TTL ————————————— S3 —— MG CALCAREOUS SANOSIUNE OCC MUDDY

ZONES OCC 01 SS PY OCC QUARTZ 
FRAGMENTS

573.0 26.6 GRDR HIGHLY WEATHERED GRANITIC ROCK
ANGLES NEAR CONTACT 40 TO 50 OGRS

t II

650.0 77.0 GRDR PORPHYRITIC CG GRANODIORITE SHEARED05
DARK GREY OCC RED ZONES ACCESSORY 
BIOT AMPB OCC LOST CORE

S
ASSAYS UF l HE hULLUHING ELbMbNTS WERE KfcUUfcSlhU FOR l Hi S HULb*. .*... IHERb ARfc NU fcNlRlt-S IN IHIS LATEGOKV

BOREHOLE* 49214-0 WINISK PAGE* l
f II
t*



FOR THIS HOLE. ASSAYS OF THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS HAVE BEEN RECEIVED. .THERE ARE NO ENTRIES IN THIS CATEGORY

BOREHOLE SUMMARY

FOOTAGE MNZN ROCK

300.0
357.5

08
MOST
L5
MOST
LS

505.C 
539.2
546.3
546.4
650.0

UNCF 
GROR

Ml

BOREHOLE* 49214-0 W INISK PAGE* 2



L.I A SW

L.5ASW,

L.IOASW

L.25 NE 

L.26SW

r '

/x/ 7 .

X-7. y ,

EXPLORATION
LICENSE . 

14844 •

TURAIR ELECTROMAGNETIC ANOMALY PLAN

PLATE

CANADIAN NICKEL COMPANY LIMITED

WINISK AREA

AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

SCALE : l" ^ l MILE

LOCATION MAP

43L1ISE0ee2 83.1-83 CLENDENNING CHANNEL



C

-Magnetometer Traverse Line

Magnetometer Survey J

CANADIAN NICKEL COMPANY, LIMITED
EXPLORATION LICENSE 14845 (12)

O 1/4 l mi le

SCALE

LOCATION MAP

LEGEND
conductor

00 S.L. Anomaly investigation grid with 
conductor

CO W 
00

oo Geophysical search pattern

Grid number

Airborne response

Turair response

COMPILED AUGUST, 1971

43LllSE0ee2 83.l-88 CLENDENNING CHANNEL 210


